Summary: 'Abd al-La .
wrote his influential eponymous work on the Roman Empire. 1 In the sequence of polities that rose and fell, Islam obviously occupies a prominent place. In both the popular and the scholarly literature one finds the following narrative: united by the Prophet Mu .
hammad (d. 632), the Arabs conquered a large part of the world and built an enormous empire, only to sink into insignificance under the double onslaught of the military might of the Turks and Mongols and ever-increasing bigotry of Muslim clerics. As a subset of this narrative, the history of Arabic sciences and philosophy allegedly followed a similar pattern: after the glorious days of the eighth through tenth centuries when Greek texts became available through a massive translation movement, things went downhill. Medicine, in particular, is seen to have declined after the age of Avicenna (Ibn Sīnā, d.
1037) and his massive Canon of Medicine (al-Qānūn fī . t-. tibb).
Already in the nineteenth century, scholars claimed that Islamic culture waned after al-Ghazālī (d. 1111), the author of the Incoherence of the Philosophers (Tahāfut al-Falāsifa), a polemical work directed against Avicenna. 2 
For instance, the Dutch Arabist Reinhart P. A. Dozy expressed this point of view extremely eloquently in his Oration about the Causes Why the Culture and Humanity of the Muslims Was Diminished and Corrupted Compared to that of the Christians.
3 In a similar vein Carl Brockelmann called the whole post-1258 period in his History of Arabic Literature "the decline of Islamic literature" (Niedergang der islāmischen Literatur). 4 George Saliba recently labeled this periodization of Islamic intellectual history as the "classical narrative." 5 He argued that some of the most innovative research in the area of astronomy took place during this alleged age of decline and invited scholars of other disciplines to criticize this classical narrative in their turn. 6 In philosophy, too, this stereotypical picture has come under ever increasing criticism from different quarters. 7 In the present article, we take up Saliba's invitation and argue that the history of medicine in the medieval Islamic world does not conform to the facile pattern of decline and degeneration. The example of the physician and philosopher 'Abd al-La .
tīf al-Baghdādī will show that in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries both medical practice and theory could be highly innovative. Moreover, 'Abd al-La .
tīf's example also emphasizes the need to write a social history of medicine in the lands of Islam. In his Book of the Two Pieces of Advice, the focus of our argument, 'Abd al-La .
tīf emerges as a shrewd social critic and sharp commentator on the medical mores of his age. He lambasted charlatans, reflected on the practical applications of medical epistemology, and extolled female practitioners as superior to some of their male colleagues.
In order to highlight the sophisticated nature of 'Abd al-La . tīf's medical writing-and to illustrate some of the trends in the social history of medicine in early thirteenth-century Iraq, Syria, and Egypt-we shall focus on a number of the most arresting aspects of the Book of the Two Pieces of Advice. As the medical section of this work has hitherto been nearly totally overlooked and neglected, and as to date no edition or translation of it exists, it will be necessary to quote a few striking passages from this masterpiece and to put them into their historical, medical, and philosophical contexts. 8 First, however, it will be useful to take a closer look at 'Abd al-La .
tīf's life and work during the turbulent times of the third to the fifth crusades (1189-1229). ; and 3) remarks in his extant work from which one can derive biographical information.
'Abd al-La . tīf al-Baghdādī was born in 1162 in his grandfather's house on a street called Darb al-Fālūdhaj in Baghdad.
11 His student Ibn Khallikān specifies the month as Rabī ' al-awwal AH 557 (corresponding to March AD 1162) . 12 Yet the Baghdad into which 'Abd al-La . tīf was born and where he grew up was no longer the intellectual, political, and scientific center of the Islamic world that it had been during its heyday in the ninth century. When the traveler Ibn Jubayr visited it in 1184, he likened it to "obliterated ruins and erased traces, or the spectre of a disappearing ghost." 13 At that time, 'Abd al-La .
tīf was twenty-two years of age and had already enjoyed an excellent education in the introductory subjects, such as Arabic grammar, lexicology, and poetry, but also in medicine under his tutor Ra .
dī al-Dawla Abū Na . 14 Yet 'Abd al-La . tīf soon found that he had learned all they had to teach.
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He therefore embarked on a number of short journeys in search of knowledge. He traveled, for instance, to Mosul, some four hundred kilometers north of Baghdad, but was again disappointed by the instruction available there. 16 Consequently, 'Abd al-La . tīf left for Damascus in 1190 to complete his education not only in the traditional (or Islamic) subjects, but also in the ancient (or foreign) sciences. The former included law, jurisprudence, and .
hadīth (the utterances of the Prophet Mu . hammad), whereas the latter dealt with mathematics, medicine, and philosophy. From Damascus, he set out to Jerusalem and St. Jean d᾽Acre ('Akkā). He secured the patronage of Salā .
h al-Dīn (Saladin, r. 1169-93) and other Ayyubid rulers and obtained permission to push on to Cairo. There he encountered medical luminaries such as Abū 'Imrān Mūsā ibn 'Ubayd Allāh Maymūn, better known as Maimonides (d. 1204). The great epidemic that hit Egypt in 1201-2 formed a fault line, affecting the fates of many of his contemporaries; it also provided him with enough specimens of human skeletons to challenge Galenic anatomy. 17 The ample patronage that he enjoyed allowed him to devote his life to research and study, without having to worry about the material aspects of his private and professional existence. After further travels to Aleppo and Anatolia, he died in his native Baghdad on 9 November 1231, at the age of sixty-nine, and was buried next to his father Yūsuf in the Wardīyah cemetery.
Some This list of titles already shows that, in his general medical outlook, 'Abd al-La .
tīf partly followed the fads of his times but also broke with previous tradition. Like most of his contemporaries, he adhered to the Galenism of late antiquity as it filtered into the medieval Islamic world through the Arabic versions of .
Hunain ibn Is . hāq and his school. 31 The towering figure of Ibn Sīnā had come to dominate philosophy and medicine alike; his Canon of Medicine, for instance, ruled supreme in later centuries. 32 We shall see toward the end of this article that 'Abd al-La .
tīf viewed this dominance with an unfavorable eye. Finally, like other authors of his day, he wrote commentaries and abridgments. Sometimes scholars have dismissed these two genres as unfit for independent reflection or original research, but nothing could be farther from the truth. 33 His Book of the Two Pieces of Advice, moreover, is quite unique.
'Abd al-La . tīf composed it as a diatribe directed against false knowledge, which, according to the author, is worse than ignorance. As the title suggests, it is divided into "two pieces of advice," that is, "advice" for wouldbe physicians and would-be philosophers, respectively. Both incur 'Abd al-La .
tīf's scathing criticism and find themselves lambasted in no uncertain terms. The first part, rebuking the doctors of his day, contains four main themes, all of which also figure in the passages discussed below: 1) medical epistemology; 2) charlatans and quacks, called "spongers" (mustarziqa) by 'Abd al-La .
tīf; 3) the idea that book learning is not sufficient for practicing medicine; and 4) the danger of using purgatives without the neces- The first recurrent theme in 'Abd al-La .
tīf's Book of the Two Pieces of Advice is medical epistemology: how can one know the nature of a disease and decide on a treatment? As is often the case in the medieval Islamic medical tradition, previous Greek ideas and debates set the tone for further discussions and developments. 35 In the following passage, 'Abd al-La . tīf contrasts the physicians of his day, who in his eyes were just useless, with the past three sects that Galen described, namely the rationalists (also known as "dogmatists"), the empiricists, and the methodists. 36 The rationalists sought to know the hidden causes of the body in order to understand diseases and find treatments, whereas the empiricists adhered to a certain medical skepticism: physicians can never know the inner workings of the body and should therefore limit themselves to using therapeutic procedures that have worked in the past. 37 However, the latter did believe that, in certain circumstances, past individual or collective experience (called autopsía and historía, respectively) did not suffice. In these cases physicians needed to use analogy, for instance, to transfer a treatment from one place of the body (e.g., the hand) to another (e.g., the foot), or to substitute one drug (e.g., lemon) with another similar one (e.g., lime). The third sect, that of the methodists, followed one simple method, hence their name. 38 It explained all medical conditions in terms of flux (rhúsis) and constipation (stégnōsis). Galen himself was totally opposed to methodism but otherwise adopted a somewhat flexible position. He recognized logic and reason as extremely important to the medical art but also thought that experience, when properly qualified, constituted an important weapon in the physician's arsenal.
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'Abd al-La .
tīf describes Galen's attitude regarding the three sects and juxtaposes their ancient adherents to his own contemporaries: The empiricists examine certain aspects of the target, such as its shadow, so that they deserve to hit the mark. The people of our time, however, do not examine the target, nor its direction, and one is therefore surprised not by their making a mistake, but by their getting things right, whereas one is surprised by the mistake of the rationalists, and not their getting things right. sa] and the mixed [al-mashūba], and finds that it is pure. He divides the pure [bloody fever] further into that which has putrefied, and that which has begun to boil, and finds that it is that which has begun to boil. Then he considers the location, the age, the present time, the habit, the past regimen, and other things of a nature to change the diagnosis [al-. hukm] . From all these collected facts he derives a picture of the necessary regimen. Then he lets the blood [of the patient] until he faints. I wished I knew who of these three physicians more accurately gets things right, and errs less frequently. Yet no intelligent man can choose anyone other than the rationalist, judging him to be skilful and wishing him victory and success [al-.
zafar wa-l-falā . h].
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As 'Abd al-La . tīf explains, Galen recognized that one can derive certain benefits from the empiricists and even the methodists; after all, Galen himself quoted them in his works on compound drugs. As 'Abd al-La .
tīf is wont to do, he then lambasts his contemporaries as being totally incompetent; they do not belong to any of the old sects at all. He employs the image of archery here, a theme on which he expands later in his treatise. 42 As a true Aristotelian, 'Abd al-La .
tīf clearly aligns himself with the rationalist sect. The first paragraph echoes a topos that constantly recurs in the Book of the Two Pieces of Advice: the ancient physicians were far superior to tīf's day is in a sorry state of steady decline.
In the second paragraph, 'Abd al-La . tīf illustrates the approaches of the three sects through an interesting example, namely how physicians of each of the three sects would treat a patient suffering from fever. In this, he follows Galen's On the Sects for Beginners, where an exponent of each sect explains the principles to which he adheres. Galen made the point that the empiricists and rationalists do not differ in the way in which they treat their patients, but merely in the way in which they arrive at the right treatment. 43 Both, for instance, agree that in case of a rabid dog biting a patient, one should clean the wound and keep it open as long as possible. In 'Abd al-La .
tīf's example, too, both the empiricist and the rationalist resort to the same treatment, blood-letting until the patient faints. They differ, however, as to how they arrive at this treatment.
'Abd al-La . tīf describes how rationalists divide and subdivide the fever of the patient. This method of division or "dieresis" (dia´iresi~; taqsīm, ta .
snīf) figured prominently as a didactic technique in late antique Alexandria, and found much favor in the medieval Islamic world, as this extract also shows. 44 One wonders, however, whether there are not ironic overtones in his description of the rationalist doctor's dividing and subdividing. Such a suspicion is further confirmed by the end of the passage. There is a clear contrast between the sentence beginning "I wished I knew who . . ." (faman turā laita shi 'rī . . . ) and the next, where he states, "Yet no intelligent man can chose anyone other than the rationalist, judging him to be skilful" (fa-lā 'āqila illā wa-huwa yakhtāru .
sā tīf's embracing rationalism toward the end of this article. Some of his colleagues, however, rejected Greek medical doctrine in general, and rationalism in particular.They took a skeptical stance and doubted the epistemological underpinnings of Greek medical theory.
"Transfer": The Change of Time and Place
One technique of the empiricists, as we have seen, was to use "transfer" or "analogy" to deal with new situations. Some of 'Abd al-La .
tīf's contemporaries rejected the idea that one could just transfer descriptions of Greek diseases and their therapies to another time and place, namely their own. 'Abd al-La .
tīf first describes their view, and then sets out to refute it in no uncertain terms: 'Abd al-La .
tīf first deals specifically with the problem of transfer in time. He claims that both Hippocrates and Galen were aware of this methodological conundrum and solved it by testing previous procedures. They found that the same remedies still worked for the same diseases. Here again, he stylizes the Greek masters as the models for later physicians to follow. 'Abd al-La .
tīf continues his refutation by claiming that Galen's ideas are still proven to be correct in his, 'Abd al-La .
tīf's, own day, more than a millennium after Galen's death. The reason for this is simple. Although the stars influence the conditions in the sublunar world (i.e., on earth where humans live), they do not change the fundamental qualities of nature. Lions are still brave and hares fearful; opium still has a cooling effect, that is to say induces sleep, and pepper still a warming one, meaning that one feels its heat and is stirred into action. All these things can be observed and thus put to the test.
After this passage, 'Abd al-La . tīf turns to the second problem, alluded to at the beginning of the quotation, that of place. Some physicians, whom he calls "spongers," claimed that the inhabitants of Baghdad did not necessarily suffer from the same diseases as the Greek; they lived, after all, in different "Ptolemaic climes." Ptolemy (d. AD 161) divided the "inhabited world [oikouménē]" into seven climes, each of which had different properties under the influence of the stars. 47 The people of Baghdad lived in the temperate clime, the place where the most excellent people dwelled: they had a moderate complexion and stature, displayed an even temper, assembled in cities, and possessed civilized manners and customs. They were hence healthier than others and not exposed to the same diseases. But again, 'Abd al-La .
tīf rejects this argument because he is vehemently opposed to the whole concept of medical astrology or iatromathematics.
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For 'Abd al-La .
tīf, there are no places on earth in which medical knowledge is subject to change and alteration. Rather, medical knowledge belongs to a set of well-defined and universally established principles that are valid everywhere, with the exception of some extreme regions outside the center of the earth. The notion that a medical treatment is suitable for one country and harmful for another is, according to 'Abd al-La .
tīf, a foolish invention of those who take advantage of the utter simplicity and gullibility that prevails among the masses. The careful reader may well be surprised that 'Abd al-La .
tīf does not mention Hippocrates' work Airs, Waters, Places in this context. For Hippocrates argues that the environment does have a profound impact on people's health, so much so that it can alter the physical nature of inhabitants of a certain locality and account for racial differences.
50 And 'Abd al-La .
tīf knew the Arabic version of Galen's Commentary on this text, for he quoted it in his description of Egypt.
51 Therefore, at first glance it would seem that 'Abd al-La .
tīf disregards an important tenet of Greek medical theory and that the opponents against whom he argues could rightly claim that medicine should be practiced differently in Iraq and Greece. Yet this conundrum finds a ready explanation. First, 'Abd al-La .
tīf is mainly concerned here with fundamental qualities, not specific ones. Opium has a cooling effect both in Greece and Iraq; lions are brave in both localities. This does not prevent 'Abd al-La .
tīf from admitting that a marshy depression is less salubrious than an airy plain, wherever it may be. Second, 'Abd al-La .
tīf talks about Ptolemy's theory of climes, according to which the Fertile Crescent and the Greek heartland lie in adjacent climes. Be that as it may, debates appear to have raged in medieval Baghdad over the validity of Greek medical theory in a completely different time and place. They find their reflection in the Book of the Two Pieces of Advice, and 'Abd al-La .
tīf comes firmly down on the side of the Greeks and their continued relevance to medical theory and practice. Like many other medieval physicians writing in Arabic, 'Abd al-La .
tīf constructs the Greek past as a touchstone for present practice. This construct then allows him to exclude the medical others, the charlatans or "spongers," as 'Abd alLa .
tīf calls them.
Against the Greedy Charlatans
Doctors have always tried to delimit themselves from the medical other, the charlatan. They often define the good physician as someone mastering a canon of medical knowledge, possessing a combination of skills, and adhering to a set of ethical standards. 53 Likewise, 'Abd al-La . tīf decries the wickedness and incompetence of certain medical practitioners of his time. He partly blames the rulers who neglected to examine physicians and sometimes even promoted the wrong ones. 54 Interestingly, like many of his predecessors in the medieval Islamic world, he constructs a glorified past where medical regulation is properly conducted. His ideal place is a somewhat imaginary Constantinople where allegedly only skilled physicians were authorized to practice. He relates how these doctors were trained and examined and how the Hippocratic Oath was rigorously imposed. 55 Moreover, he stated earlier that both Hippocrates and Galen wrote works on medical ethics, and he quoted extensively from them, especially Galen's book On How to Recognise the Best Physician.
56 By contrast, 'Abd al-La .
tīf describes the situation in his days in the starkest terms: [this] . No power compels them, no religion repels them, no knowledge guides them, no chief guides and scares them. They have one ambiguous method [uslūb mutashābih] from which they rarely deviate, namely, if someone complains to them about a disease, they hasten ['ājala] to make him drink a purgative in order to collect quickly [ta'ajjala] its price and take the maximum value for it; they pay no attention to whether it is well cooked, and neglect other conditions [necessary for preparing remedies]. They apply this to someone about whom they had a report without actually seeing him. Their only concern is to pilfer the price of the purgative; they employ all sorts of ruses to do so, and do not care at all how they kill through these means, and sell a man's life for a farthing! 57 We have here a clear image of one aspect of medical charlatanry: lured by lucre, the practitioners will do anything to make a quick buck. They are incompetent; like the methodists, they follow one simple-and insufficient-method. It consists of quickly administering any easily available drug without regard to its effect. Making money, not curing the ill, is their prime concern. Yet, there is also a more subtle way in which the medical mountebanks operate.
Cristina Álvarez-Millán has persuasively argued that physicians in the medieval Islamic world tried to show themselves as proficient in complicated medical theories and intricate treatments in order to promote their standing in the medical marketplace. 58 Her surmise finds an interesting confirmation in the following passage, where 'Abd al-La .
tīf recounts how physicians try to impress patients by giving themselves an air of learnedness. They use extremely complicated procedures, where simple ones would suffice:
Their trickery and treachery extends to lengthening prescriptions and multiplying ingredients without any regard to how their powers interact with each other, and without having any experience [tajriba] with their effect. They do this either to make the common crowd stand in awe of themselves and the extent of their knowledge, or to achieve a tidy profit when people buy the 57. MS HÇ823 fol. 69a, line 11-69b, line 1; the Arabic text is printed as T 3 in the Appendix.
58 dil ] among them employs changes which resemble each other [i.e., he only alters the treatment in appearance, but does not change it fundamentally]; perhaps he uses another doctor's recipe, adding or reducing things which neither have any benefit, nor cause any damage. His aim is thus to show that he is more excellent than others, and to point out his rank. This and other men like him I do not despise as much as I despise the first one. For the former provides some benefit to him [the patient], and does not harm anybody. But how much does the one whom I despise profoundly damage people! May God provide refuge! Be careful not to become one of those who trade the place in the hereafter for this world, and whose religion is influenced by carnal desire [hawāhu] .
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tīf highlights here two important aspects of medical practice in his day: the competitive nature of the medical marketplace and the element of performance required to prevail within it. Moreover, he hints at fraud through selling drugs at inflated prices, either by the doctors themselves or their apothecary accomplices. 60 The second part of this quotation seems to suggest that 'Abd al-La .
tīf accepts that a certain amount of showmanship is necessary to attract and retain patients, or to make them follow doctor's orders. Yet others are truly evil in that they knowingly harm their patients through their fraud. These physicians are even worse than their female and itinerant competitors.
Bad Physicians ("Spongers") Worse than Women and "Empirics" In Galen's classification, the empiricists are physicians who rely on tried and tested remedies that have worked in the past, without seeking to know how they work. In later times, when the rationalist approach came to dominate medical discourses both in the East and the West, these empiricists were often regarded as little more than "empirics," a term used synonymously for "quack. tīf insists on the fact that highway practitioners use drugs of which they have experienced the benefits-the verbs "to try [jarraba] " and "to test [imta . hana]" recur a number of times. The cautious empirical approach is to be preferred to that of rational physicians who, carried away by a false belief in their abilities, resort to radical treatments that have never been tested. To put it differently, rationalism can have worse effects than empiricism when one does not master the art of medicine fully. In the absence of correct and detailed medical knowledge, it is preferable to rely on simple, tried and tested drugs and therapies. This does not mean, of course, that 'Abd al-La .
tīf generally favored empiricism. At the beginning of this article we have seen that rationalist medicine is the way forward for him; moreover, his criticism of medical education in his day, which will shortly come under scrutiny, further confirms that he is a rationalist.
That peasants and laborers should seek medical care from itinerant practitioners rather than the physicians in attendance at the courts of the caliph appears, at first glance, to be obvious. This passage, however, offers a rare comment on the stratification of medical services from an elite physician. For 'Abd al-La .
tīf appears to imply that the clientele of his peers largely consists of people who do not have to carry out manual labor, 62 . MS HÇ823 fol. 71b, line 13-72a, line 3; the Arabic text is printed as T 5 in the Appendix.
while the highway physicians cater to the lower classes, strengthened and hardened by their daily toil.
Elite physicians often lament the fact that their patients turn to women rather than themselves. In the early tenth century, Abū Bakr Mu . hammad ibn Zakarīyā᾽ al-Rāzī, for instance, wrote a number of short epistles in which he raved against them.
63 Some 150 years later, the Christian physician .
Sā'id ibn al-.
Hasan exclaimed: "How amazing it is [that patients are cured at all], considering that they hand over their lives to senile old women! For most people, at the onset of illness, use as their physicians either their wives, mothers or aunts, . . . ." 64 . Sā'id specifically refers here to the figure of the old woman peddling her remedies, well known both in the medieval Islamic world and Europe.
65 But yet again, we find 'Abd al-La .
tīf breaking the mold and declaring that old women, like highway physicians, can offer care superior to their elite male competitors: Therefore, I say that the medicine of old women is better than that of those [physicians who killed the prince]. For the woman only applies the things which she saw to be successful, and the benefit of which she has experienced [qiyās] and defective opinions [ . zann mukhtall] . Moreover, the old woman rarely ventures to use [aqdama] a strong and dangerous purgative drug. But if she ventures to use some of it, she does not insist on it nor does she overdo it. Rather, if she observes its success, she is confirmed [in her opinion], yet otherwise, she desists [from using it].
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Just preceding this passage, 'Abd al-La .
tīf has related how the prince alMalik al-.
Zāhir Ghāzī ibn Yūsuf of Aleppo, one of the sons of Sultan Saladdin [Salā .
h al-Dīn] was treated by various quarrelling court physicians and eventually died at their hands through purgatives and astringents.
67 'Abd al-La .
tīf thus contrasts the latters' perilous prescriptions with the more moderate medicaments made by old women.
Moreover, the point made here about women being close to the empirical sect and better than some male rationalist doctors is remarkable for two reasons. Firstly, medical historians have slowly come to realize that much medical and paramedical care or "bodywork," to use a recent coinage, was provided by women in premodern societies, even if their names are hardly ever recorded in the histories written mostly by men. 68 In medieval Islamic societies, they appear to have competed with their male counterparts within the medical marketplace and did not just restrict their attention to the domestic space. 69 This quotation confirms this analysis. Secondly, 'Abd al-La .
tīf further develops the idea, already present in the previous passage, that experience can be better than rationalist medicine when the latter is misunderstood. He extols female practitioners for their use of experience and observation, whilst chiding male practitioners for their errors. In both aspects, 'Abd al-La .
tīf, a male elite rationalist physician, goes against the grain of most of his colleagues, as he praises women and empiricism.
At the beginning of this article, we suggested that 'Abd al-La . tīf displayed a certain irony in his description of the rationalist doctor dividing and subdividing fevers. In the last two quotations, he further criticized certain rationalist physicians of whom he might have thought when giving the example of the rationalist doctor diagnosing and treating fever. That he disapproved of certain didactic techniques such as learning by rote can also be seen from his criticism of medical education.
Textbook Knowledge Not Sufficient to be a Physician
As 'Abd al-La .
tīf already stated, it is dangerous for physicians to rely on false logical conclusions when treating patients. In the following quotation, he makes this point more explicitly. He first describes the current state of learning: students master only the basic principles of the medical art and learn definitions by heart, without really having a thorough grasp of the subject. This, however, is a dangerous development.
Those who occupy themselves at this time with medicine usually read a bit in the Generalities of the Canon [i.e., the first part of Ibn Sīnā's Canon of Medicine dealing with general principles (kullīyāt)]. Then they learn by heart the definition of medicine [ . tibb 'Abd al-La .
tīf lambasted the medical education of his day. Three interrelated aspects, in particular, incur his criticism: the limited knowledge of the students, their fondness for boastful displays of their argumentative abilities, and their love of lucre. We have already seen that 'Abd al-La . tīf disapproved of his colleagues' obsession with showing off their knowledge rather than caring for their patients. It therefore comes as no surprise that he depicts the medical students as following their masters' wicked ways: motivated by money, they swagger around the medical marketplace and, like mountebanks, endeavor to take in the poor patients in awe of their self-proclaimed educational achievements.
'Abd al-La . tīf does, however, make a more fundamental point: the students should not rely solely on abridgments and compendia, but rather consult the actual works of Hippocrates and Galen. Summaries and commentaries of Galen's books do not make the latter superfluous. Summaries fail to encompass all of Galen's ideas, while commentaries increase the length of the art, and distract [students] from studying, since, of necessity, these would have to be read for verification together with their [original] medical works.
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tīf's outburst thus confirms that students continued to prefer easy abridgments to Galen's often long-winded prose.
At first, it may seem strange to the modern reader that both 'Abd alLa .
tīf and his predecessor Ibn Ri . dwān advocated a careful reading of Hip- pocrates and Galen, rather than more modern works. Yet, when 'Abd alLa .
tīf enjoins his contemporaries "not to abandon Galen's and Hippocrates' books," his message is twofold: firstly and explicitly, that one ought to have a comprehensive grasp of medical literature and learning; and secondly and implicitly, that one ought to follow the example of Hippocrates and Galen, who both were great clinicians, took case notes, and did not simply rely on logical reasoning, but also on practical experience.
Conclusions
As we have seen in the opening pages of this article, the thirteenth century is often perceived as the beginning of the end: through the rise of religious orthodoxy and bigotry, the sciences were hampered, philosophy stifled, and practical medicine neglected. Scholasticism, the awe of past authorities who go unchallenged, reportedly ruled supreme. The examples from 'Abd al-La .
tīf al-Baghdādī's Two Pieces of Advice discussed above do not fit this vision of the beginning of the end. To be sure, 'Abd al-La .
tīf himself suggested that medicine was in a state of decline and that most of his contemporaries were little more than profiteering mountebanks. In this he joins generations of physicians and littérateurs who follow the Horatian maxim that the old man should "praise the past when he was a boy, and decry and rebuke the younger generation" (laudator temporis acti/ se puero, castigator censorque minorum). 74 On the other hand, 'Abd al-La .
tīf himself disproves the notion of decline, for he appears as a highly original thinker.
Let us briefly revisit where 'Abd al-La . tīf offers novel insights and interpretations. Unlike many of his elite colleagues, he recognized the potential of highway physicians and female practitioners in the provision of medical care. He framed his analysis in a remarkable reinterpretation of Galen: the perceived "empirics" were really "empiricists" who did not deserve to be totally dismissed. His thinly veiled criticism of his rationalist contemporaries hit home heavily. Their practice centered around scoring cheap debating points and impressing potential patients. The origins for this phenomenon lay in the medical education of 'Abd al-La .
tīf's day: it was too "scholastic," relied too heavily on a restricted number of authoritative texts such as the "Generalities" in Ibn Sīnā's Canon.
In this way, 'Abd al-La . tīf displayed an anti-Avicennian slant in the area of medicine: he urged a return to the Greek sources (in Arabic translation, 74 tīf advocated reading the Greek masters such as Plato and Aristotle rather than relying on Avicenna. 75 Yet, Gutas recently argued that the Two Pieces of Advice also contains an interesting and original defense of philosophy. 76 The traditional narrative of Islam's decline would have us believe that al-Ghazālī's Incoherence of the Philosophers ushered in an age of decline. Gutas, however, shows that 'Abd al-La .
tīf's attack on second-rate philosophers, some of whom take their cue from al-Ghazālī, actually illustrates the vibrancy of philosophical debate in the Islamic colleges.
77 'Abd al-La . tīf therefore is an exponent of what Gutas calls the "golden age of Arabic philosophy." Our own investigation has shown that 'Abd al-La .
tīf had some original ideas about epistemology, and therefore confirms Gutas' analysis. In the area of medicine, more specifically, 'Abd al-La .
tīf had new and startling things to say. Nor did 'Abd al-La .
tīf shy away from criticizing Galen for his anatomical views. In some ways, one could argue that he resembles the Renaissance Humanists who raised the rallying cry: "[Back] to the sources" (ad fontes). All over Europe, many medical men of the time took up and advocated a return to Hippocrates and Galen. 78 'Abd al-La . tīf had a similar agenda, marked by both a certain antiquarianism and a striving for modernity. He enjoined students to read Hippocrates and Galen in order to grasp the complexities of the medical art, not as authorities who could not be challenged. He thus followed in the footsteps of the greatest medieval clinician, Abū Bakr Mu .
hammad ibn Zakarīyā᾽ al-Rāzī, in that he both respected and criticized past Greek authorities. 79 'Abd al-La .
tīf's views on medical epistemology and education also have implications for the social history of medicine. He described in detail how elite physicians employed half-learned medical theory to impress patients. Conversely, he extolled those whom the elite of his day labeled as charlatans, the itinerant men and women who provided so much medical care for the masses. Medical education, alternative providers of care in the medical marketplace, and women as patients and practitioners are all, of course, topics of interest to social historians. Ideally it would be possible to compare 'Abd al-La .
tīf's observations in his Two Pieces of Advice with other detailed studies of the medical milieu in Syria, Egypt, or Iraq at the time. Yet although scholars have touched on topics relating to the social history of medicine in the medieval Islamic world in general overviews, and written studies of individual aspects of medical care, a detailed and diachronic picture of how medicine and society interacted during the Islamic Middle Ages still lies in the future. 80 It is hoped that subsequent research will shed fresh light on these questions. Yet the present article shows that anyone investigating the social history of medicine during 'Abd al-La .
tīf's age will undoubtedly find the Book of the Two Pieces of Advice to be a rich mine of information.
Let us briefly consider a point made by Dimitri Gutas: that 'Abd alLa .
tīf's philosophy (like that of Ibn Rushd) had very little impact on later generations in the Arab world. In order to determine 'Abd al-La .
tīf's place in the history of medicine, it would be crucial to know how later generations engaged with his work. Many physicians in the medieval and early modern Islamic world came after him, but their works remain largely unstudied and their contribution to medicine unexplored. A catalogue survey of Arabic texts, for instance, lists more than thirty medical authors who lived after 'Abd al-La .
tīf, each at least with one extant work (but often more); most of them have been neither edited nor studied. 81 We are therefore in no position to judge whether 'Abd al-La .
tīf exercised any influence on subsequent generations in the area of medicine. 82 Only future research will tell whether later physicians reacted to 'Abd al-La .
tīf's ideas and how medicine developed in the postclassical age.
Our main contention in this article is that 'Abd al-La . tīf does not fit the traditional narrative of decline and fall triggered by bigotry and military defeat. This begs the question: how did the age from the twelfth century onward acquire such a bad reputation? Here, Latin translations of Arabic medical texts appear to have played a major role. For the last authors writing in Arabic whose works were translated into Latin in any significant way are Ibn Sīnā and Ibn Rushd (Averroes). If the medieval monarchs and monks paid no heed to later Arabic works, such as 'Abd al-La .
tīf's Two Pieces of Advice or Ibn an-Nafīs' Commentary on the "Generalities" in Ibn Sīnā's Canon, so the argument goes, then they probably did not offer anything worthy of attention. This Eurocentric vision has rightly incurred the criticism of scholars of philosophy and astronomy who now attempt to reassess this whole issue. For instance, Robert Wisnovsky and Jamil Ragep run a large and generously funded project entitled "Rational Sciences in Islam: An Initiative for the Study of Philosophy and the Mathematical Sciences in Islam." 83 Through it, they aim to provide a first survey of the many texts, mostly only available in manuscript, that belong to this postclassical period. Preliminary results suggest that many Islamic scientists and philosophers "explored the world through rational means" and documented their investigations in their writings. 84 The example of 'Abd al-La .
tīf's Two Pieces of Advice shows that such an endeavor in the area of medicine is also highly desirable. 'Abd al-La . tīf stands at the beginning of this postclassical medical world that deserves much more scholarly attention. His ideas about medical epistemology and education and his highly original views of alternative practitionersnotably women-also highlight the necessity writing a social history of medicine for his period and place.
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